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More voters

But only one race decided

By Donna Sawyers
SGA reporter

Student voters produced a record turnout
Tuesday for the Student Government Association election.
This year, 2,616 voted in the SGA election.
Last year, 2,199 out of 7,635 eligible students
voted. This year's eligibility figure was
unavailable. Only undergraduate students can
vote.

Current SGA President Isabel Cumraing said
the increased voter turn-out was due to the "interesting candidates" and the controversy they
created.
But Rick DeJarnette, a loser in the SGA
presidential race disagreed. "I think the turnout was sad. The apathy here is pretty bad."
Elections were held for the SGA president,
legislative vice president, secretary and
treasurer positions.
The treasurer was the only position to have a
winner. To win the election, one candidate
must receive 50 percent plus one other vote.
A run-off election for the three remaining
positons will be held next Tuesday at 9 a.m. in
the Warren Campus Center lobby.
The run-offs for the other three offices will
be between the two candidates with the most
votes.
In the presidential race, Robert "Packy"
Turner edged Dan Riordan by 44 votes. Turner
received 1,130 votes or 44.2 percent while Riordan received 1086 votes or 42.5 percent. DeJarnette received 340 or 13.3 percent of the
votes.

Riordan said, "I'm really excited. I think its
going to be a great week ahead and I want to
thank everybody who voted for me. I appreciate them greatly."
Turner said the close outcome of the election,
"... dispelled the fact that my lack of SGA experience is a major factor in my campaign."
Both candidates are confident about the election next week and will continue campaigning.
DeJarnette said, ". . .1 gave it a shot. Now
I'll be able to publish another magazine —
possibly in the fall or spring or both. At least
I'll have time."
In the legislative vice president race, Beth
Kesler and Helen MacNabb won the most
votes. Kesler received 981 votes or 39.7 percent
compared to MacNabb's 889 votes or 36 percent. Bob Houston received 600 votes or 36 percent.
Kesler said, "I expected it to be a run-off.
The main thing is to get people to come out and
vote again."
She said it would be difficult to have students
come out and vote in the second election after
only a week. But because the presidential race
was undecided, many people will vote again,
Kesler said.
MacNabb said, "I'm excited. I am looking
forward to another week of fun.. . . I definately hope to win."
Both candidates say the winner will be the
most successful to get Houston's supporters to
revote.

Tough decision — voting

See ELECTIONS page 2 ►

booths were busy Tuesday as a record
2,616 students voted in the SGA elections. (Photo by John Kessler)

Carrier considered for Missouri job
By Bill Goodykoontz
news editor

Dr.Ronald Carrier apparently will
remain president of JMU, despite
being one of four finalists for the
presidency of the University of
Missouri.
In a statement issued Wednesday,
Carrier said, "I am flattered to be
considered as a finalist for the
presidency of the University of
Missouri system. I must point out,

I

Three
faces

however, that I am not actively pursuing a position elsewhere.
"Much remains to be done at
James Madison University and at
this moment it is my intention to remain at JMU."
University spokesman Fred Hilton
said Tuesday that this offer was
similar to other jobs. "He's not applied for it. It's a case of Missouri
approaching him. He has hot applied for any jobs. Understandably
they seek him out."

A victim of multiple personalities, and
the subject of the movie, "The Three
Faces of Eve," recounts her bizarre
past.
Page

3

In a taped interview aired on radio
station WMRA Tuesday, Carrier
said,"Obviously you're fascinated
by the possibility that you could run
an institution with a budget of $500
million, with 55,000 students and
two med(ical) schools and two law
schools and four or five engineering
schools and an agriculture school.
"You're fascinated with that but
yet when you put that on a balance
sheet with some of the personal experiences that you can have at an in-

Honor
advising

stitution like this and some of the
great progress you can make here, I
have not at this time found anything
that challenges me as much as I still
am challenged at James Madison
University."
However, Hilton said, "He hasn't
withdrawn his name."
A source in Columbia, Mo., said
Carrier was interviewed Feb. 22 at
See CARRIER page 2 s*

Retiring honor advisory chairman and Ms replacement
discuss Job roles and the advising system here.
Page
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For secretary, Janie Craige received 45.3 percent with 1,122 votes. She
will compete in a run-off with Karen
Moore who received 767 votes or 31
percent. Mary Beth Neely received
586 votes or 23.7 percent.
Craige said, "I was pleased with
it. Basically I'm very happy with the
number of voters who turned out
and the support that I did get. I'm
nervous about next week."
Candidates Moore and Neely
could not be reached Wednesday for
comment.

and that I had support from all
around campus. The Greek vote
could have decided it. The difference
was 300 votes and there are about
300 people on Greek Row."
Donna Harper, associate dean of
students, said 364 students live on
Greek Row.
Adams said, "It just came down
to the fact of who your friends were.
Being Greek really helped him.
There are always ways I could have
campaigned harder."
Adams said she will not hold an
office next year in the Commuter
Student Committee but will try to
become a commuter senator.

For treasurer, Phil Holland
defeated Sandra Adams with a vote
of 1356 or 57.4 percent to 1007 or
42.6 percent of the voters.

Three offices were automatically
filled. Kay Nichols ran unopposed
for administrative vice president and
recieved 2,089 votes.

Both candidates agreed the election vote was probably decided by
the Greek vote.

Honor Council presidential and
vice presidential races were both
unopposed. Mary Creger, candidate
for president received 2,242 votes
and Neal Decker, who ran for vice
president received 2,256 votes.

Holland said he expected to win.
"I felt that I knew a lot of people

MISTAEKES
Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste,
was overplayed, or was not covered at all.
Sometimes the newspaper prints a correction.
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.
• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if you have a question
about coverage policy, call (433)-6127.
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the Marriott Airport Motel in St.
Louis.
Carrier was unavailable for comment.
University of Missouri President
James Olsen will retire in July, according to the March 3 edition of the
Daily News-Record.
A new president is expected to be
hired in May or June.
James Anderson, chairman of the
selection committee at the University
of Missouri, said "I have no comment on who they (finalists) are and
who they aren't. We wish to keep
confidential our selection system until it is completed."
However, sources in Columbia,
Mo. said there are four finalists, and
Carrier is among them.
The other three finalists are
George Russell, chancellor of the
Kansas City campus of the University of Missouri; Paul Silverman,
president of the University of Maine
at Orono; and Jim McComas, president of Mississipi State.

caB4JMUT.

Common aad eoaapheaii ihould be deeded lo
Coouaacc Walker, edaor

Anderson said that search and
screening committees are made up of
university faculty, staff and
students.
The process begins with each of
the university's four campuses setting up a search committee, which
sets up nominees, Anderson said.
Each campuses' search committee
reduces the number of nominees to
10-15.
A screening committee then takes
the names and reduces them to five
to eight. From here, a selection committee, made up of four board of
curator members, a faculty member,
a dean, an alumnus and a student,
narrow the finalists down to three to
five.
The university's board of curators
makes the final selection.
Later in the WMRA interview.
Carrier said he had goals he still had
not achieved at JMU: "I think that
one area I have not realized my goals
is the private fund raising — and
that is a goal — to spend more time
trying to enrich the funding of the
institution by outside funds."

Commission delays decision
on Fs In QPA, drop-add period
By Elaine Toth

staff writer

The Undergraduate Studies
Commission voted March 29
to continue deliberations on
whether or not to calculate all
grades into a student's quality
point average (Q.P.A.) and
whether to shorten the current
nine-week drop-add period.
According
to
the
university's general catalog,
the grade earned the last time
the course is taken is the grade
that will be considered final
and used in the computation
of the quality point average.
The commission wants to
change this policy by only
allowing freshmen to repeat
courses while still freshmen
and have the last grade recorded. Upperclassmen could not
repeat the courses and have
their grade changed.

There.. Welling

Tht Brerzr is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout JMU
Mailing address ia TV Rtrrzr. Anthony-Sceaer
Hall. JMU. Hununburt. V. 32107
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Dr. Mary Louise Loe,
associate professor of history,
asked, "Does the student body
feel that if this issue isn't
studied further, then the faculty is forcing something on
them?"
She said that the faculty
wanted a decision reached but

the students weren't fully
aware of the issue.
Bob
George,
SGA
spokesman, said, "Students
feel that before making such
an action . . . they would like
to see it researched and looked
into ... so they will know
what the consequences will
be."
Dr. Carter Lyons, professor
of mathematics,
said
"Academic integrity is not
something we do by surveying
other institutions."
Dr. Donald McConkey,
dean of the department of
Fine Arts and Communication, said, "We need to spend
more time studying the relationship between these two
proposals (drop-add period
and the Q.P.A.)."
He felt that the drop-add
period should be shortened.
However, he said there is "no
clear -cut notion of what
ought to be done."
The commission, chaired by
Dr. William Nelson, interim
vice president for academic affairs, voted to continue researching the issues, and to report
back to the Commission at
their next meeting.
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Honor adviser will retire soon
ByErlkaByrd
staff writer

Dr. William Smith, an Honor
Council faculty representative for
four years, will replace Dr. Raymond Dingledine as honor advisory
chairman this summer.
Dingledine, who helped write the
present honor code, has served as an
adviser to the Honor Council since
1950 and as chairman since 1975.
"I was just one of the committee
members that helped develop the
present system," Dingledine said.
Vicki Scheer, Honor Council vice
president, said, "His presence has
been invaluable to us."
Smith said, "To follow Dr.
Dingledine in this job will be difficult. He's done a superb job in
chairing the Honor Council.
"I have some learning to do about
the (honor system) process, but
there's lots of help," he said.
The main responsibility of the advisory board is to develop policies.
The board has the authority to make
changes in the code.
"They tell us how to handle things
when we need a little advice," Scheer
said.

However, Smith said, "Student
input is the main source of policy
regulation for the honor system."
Smith said he doesn't have any set
goals for next year's Honor Council.
"The honor system is a student run
organization and the goals ought to
be student established. I don't want
to have a heavy influence."
One area of concern to Smith is
student awareness. "The honor
system needs to be publicized
more," he said.
In a freshman math course Smith
taught he took a few minutes before
the first test to talk to students about
the honor system. "It was pleasing
that they were aware of the honor
system. As they go through school,
awareness wanes. Maybe upperclass
forget," he said.
I
Smith's first duty as chairman will
be the freshman orientation presentation this summer.
Reflecting on his years as chairman, Dingledine said, "I've enjoyed
the fine students who assumed
leadership and the feeling that I was
trying to support and keep alive
something I believe is of great value.

"The disappointment has been
that the honor system was not
stronger than it is," he added.
"JMU's honor code is not nearly
as strong as U.Va.'s code. But theirs
is almost 100 years old. We don't
have enough student assumption of
responsibility to take the action involving honor violations.
"I keep hoping we will see a
significant increase in students willing to take action where there is
suspicion of an honor violation. But
JMU students have more respect for
the idea of honor than they do for
the system itself," he said.
Dingledine said he thinks the
Honor Council needs to develop more
faculty support for the system. "Too
many faculty try to handle the situation themselves. Faculty have an
obligation to use the honor system
too," he said.
As far as penalties are concerned,
"the idea is not to destroy a person's
life, but to challenge a person to live
up to the ideas we support,"
Dingledine said.
The honor system began in the
school session of 1909-10 when JMU
was known as the Normal School of

Education. In 1909-10 there was a
chairman of the honor committee.
In 1915 the chairman became
president of the student government
association and for the next 30 years
the administration of the honor
system was run by the student
government.
In 1946 the student body decided
to separate the Honor Council from
the student government association.
"They felt cheating was a more
serious violation than walking on the
grass" which was one of the many
minor violations then, Dingledine
said. The split was also made to emphasize the honor council, he said.
The system of having representatives from each class was kept until
the 1970s. By that time class
organizations weren't as important.
To maintain and revitalize the honor
system, students decided to revise it.
^ol now has four
, except for the
ScJi 'I
arsing, which has one.
These representatives are nominated
by the dean of each school. "We felt
we could strengthen the- honor
system if we got faculty more closely
involved," Dingledine said.
A provision for an honor advisory
board was approved in 1975-76.

Hikers earn money for charity over break
By Clara Blrkeland
staff writer

Two JMU students spent their spring break hiking and earned $750 for the American Lung
Association.
Looking for something different to do over spring break, David Maher and Michelle Miller, along
with Australian friend Brian Smith, decided to
bike the 60-mile Massanutten Trail.
Maher saw an opportunity to earn money for the
American Lung Association, an organization involved with clean air acts, non■■■■■■
smoking programs and pollution
control.
Maher "sat over a couple of
beers" with the organization's local
representative Al Leichter, who was
enthusiastic and suggested ideas for
getting sponsors, he said.
Finding individuals and small
businesses to sponsor the hike was

The days fell into a pattern, with everyone up by
8 a.m. and Smith cooking breakfast before the
day's hike. Miller said, "Usually we would start
looking for a camping spot around 4 p.m. so that
we would have plenty of time to find firewood."
Maher had roughly outlined the hike beforehand
in the guidebook they were following. They had an
idea of the general area they would stay each night
but not of any specific locations.
Although they were never lost, they did stray a

civilization was a stretch of the trail which runs
along Route 211.
The weather was comfortable for hiking, Miller
said. However, the nights were cold, and it snowed
three times. For Smith, who has since returned to
Australia, this was his first sight of snow.
The hike was laborious, but not overwhelming.
Each hiker carried a pack weighing about 40
pounds. They took two tents—one for sleeping
and the other for storing supplies.
Most of the cooking was done over an open fire,
but they also had a camp stove.
Their meals consisted largely of stirfried vegetables; they did not eat
much meat.
Passage Creek runs along much of
the Massanutten Trail, so fresh
water was not a concern, Maher
said. When they were up on a ridge
away from the creek, they would
melt snow for water.

Maher recalled several short cuts that
didn't work and a one-mile hike straight
down a ridge in search of an Indian
burial site they couldn't find.

no problem. Maher said he thought a "a lot of
community support" was shown in the $750 eventually collected for the hike — S12.50 a mile.
The hike started Saturday, March 3 and ended
March 8, in snow, at Peaked Mountain.
Originally planning on hiking 10 miles a day, the
group changed their goal to 12 miles after a successful first day.

little. Maher recalled several short cuts that didn't
work and a one-mile hike straight down a ridge in
search of an Indian burial site they couldn't find.
However, they "all remained in good spirits,"he
said.
For Maher, "the overwhelming thing was the
quiet." The first day on the hike they saw a man
and his son. After that their only contact with

On the last day, the trail which they had been
told would continue for the entire hike suddenly
ended. Miller described them as "bushwhacking"
their way down the last few miles.
For these students the hike was a fun and inexpensive spring break costing them about $3 a day.
For the American Lung Association it meant $750
for their programs.
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newsfile
Carrier says
valley needs
more industry

"things don't happen by accident"
and groundwork must be laid now if
the area is to prosper in the future.
Plans must be made now for the
Shenandoah Valley of the 1990s,
Carrier said. "We have to anticipate
what will be happening 10 years
from now," he said.

JMU President Ronald Carrier
told about 25 civic and business
leaders here March 29 that the
Shenandoah Valley needs to be aggressive in attracting new business
and industry to the area.
Carrier told the group that the
Valley "is not in the mainstream of
what the state is doing in science,
high technology and industrial
development."
"We don't want to be isolated,"
Carrier said. "The growth we see in
the future is going to be linked with
science and technology."
Attending the meeting were area
members of the General Assembly,
elected officials from Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County, chamber
of commerce officials and Valley
business leaders.
The meeting was a follow-up to a
high technology symposium held last
year at JMU.
Carrier told the group that

Senior picnic
this Saturday
The senior picnic will be Saturday
from 12-6 p.m.
The picnic — a pig roast- will be
held at the top field by the Convocation Center.
Tickets will be available for $3 today and Friday from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the commuter student lounge
in Warren Campus Center. Seniors
must show IDs to buy them.
Music will be provided by a disc
jockey, Flashback. Food will be
from the campus caterers. Beer will
be available.
There is no parking at the Convocation Center. The rain date is
Sunday at the same time and place.

Faculty chosen
to teach in London
Six JMU faculty members have
been selected to participate in the
Semester in London program.
They are Dr. Thomas Arthur,
communication arts professor, fall
1984; Dr. Jacqueline Driver,
associate professor of psychology,
spring 1985; Douglas Kehlenbrink,
assistant professor of music, fall
1985; Dr. Ralph Cohen, associate
professor of English and director of
the Semester in London program,
spring 1986; Dr. Glenn Hastedt,
assistant professor of political
science, fall 1986; and Dr. John
Morello, assistant professor of communication arts, spring 1987.
Phillip Grayson, assistant professor of communication arts, was
named as alternate.

Oil finder
to speak here
A 29-year veteran oil finder will be
sharing his experiences in a program

open to the public and students here
Monday and Tuesday.
Kenneth Weiler, supervisor of the
Wyoming exploration district of
Chevron U.S.A. in Denver, has been
a geologist and geophysicist in west
Texas and the Gulf Coast.
His talk is part of the American
Association
of Petroleum
Geologists' Visiting Petroleum
Geologist Program.
The program is designed to improve communication between the
students, faculty, administrators and
petroleum geology professionals on
the current energy situation, the role
of petroleum geology in society, new
developments, industrial aid to
education and career opportunities.
Weiler will be available all day
Monday and Tuesday for informal
discussion in the geology department
on the 2nd floor of Miller Hall.
He also will make two formal
presentations. The first will be Monday at 3 p.m. in Miller 224 entitled,
"Economic Evaluation of an Oil and
Gas Prospect." The second will be
on Tuesday at 11 a.m., also in Miller
224, entitled, "Role of a Geologist in
the Evolution of an Oil Field."

Pre-Easter Dress Sale
Large Selection of Dresses
20-40% Off
Painter's Pants $8.99
Lee, Levi, and Wrangler
Men's Prewashed Jeans $17.98

Tke Bwfcj Shop
Downtown Harrisonburg.
Court Square

%J

Summer Storage
Special Student Rates

STOR-rr
U-STORE IT
U-LOCK IT
U-KEEP THE
KEY

-FIRE RATED BUILDING
-SECURITY PATROLS
-OFFICE & RESIDENT
MANAGER
-COMPLETELY FENCED &
WELL LIGHTED
-MANY SIZES TO SELECT FROM
Insurance Coverage Available

433-1234

Call Now For Reservations
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just Off S. Main) Harrisonburg
(Close to Nichol's)

^

Catering
Imported Chessst
52 West Water St. • Harrisonburg VA
Cockislls. win. . Bssr
434-7647
Gourmst Items of All Nations
__^^_^_^^__^___
Ssndwlchss • Subs (Eat In-Tsha Out)

r^
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policefile
campus police and charged with
grand larceny and petty larceny. The
charges stem from the recent thefts
of building materials from the construction site near Bell Hall.

Non-student
charged
with larceny
By Kim Gibson
police reporter

► Non-student Donnie Simmons,
31, of Harrisonburg was arrested by

Simmons, a former construction
worker" at the site, allegedly stole
about $850 of materials and later
sold them to a local salvage yard for
about $26.
A warrant was issued for
Simmon's arrest about 7:30 a.m.
Saturday.

Campus police also reported the
following arrests:
Drunken driving

+■ Non-student Ricky Knupp, 21, of
Broadway, Va., was arrested March 28
and charged with drunken driving.
Knupp was arrested about 1:45 a.m. on
South Main Street.
Public drunkenness
Four students were arrested and
charged with public drunkenness.
,
► Michael Deneault, 20, of Falls
Church, Va., and Zane Memeger, 19, of

P.K. German presents

Wilmington, Del., were arrested about 2
a.m. Saturday near the Intersection of
Duke's Drive and Bluestone Drive.
»> Michael Shealy, 20, of South
Boston, Va., was arrested about 2:05 a.m.
Saturday near Gibbons Dining Hall.
■»• Daniel Miller, 19, of West Chester,
Pa., was arrested about 5:30 a.m. Sunday
on the service drive between
Frederikson and Huffman Halls.
Two non-students were also arrested
ana charged with public drunkenness.

I

+■ Robert Copeland, 31, of Harrisonburg was arrested about 2 a.m. Friday
near the Intersection of South Main
Street and Madison Drive.
*• Thomas Bennett, 21, of Feeding
Hills, Maine, was arrested about 1:30
a.m. Saturday on Newman Drive.
Items stolen
a» The shop area under the Wilson Hall
auditorium was. reported broken Into
about noon Saturday.
Several small tools were stolen from a
tool box. Their value Is estimated at less
than $100.
•» Two text books were reported stolen
from Madison Memorial Library about 1
p.m. Sunday.
The books are valued at about $40.

An Evening With

Elvis Costello

Vandalism
*■ The stamp machine in the bank lobby of Warren Campus Center was vandalized sometime between 5 p.m. March
26 and 8 a.m. March 27.
The buttons of the machine were Jammed. About $25 damage was done.

V

Solo In Concert
With
Special Guest

Harrisonburg police recently
reported the following arrests:
Assault and battery
*» Student Edward Randolph, 23, of
Springfield, Va., was arrested Sunday
and charged with assault and battery,
resisting arrest, and public drunkenness.
Randolph was arrested about 5:20 a.m.
near the Intersection of South Main
Street and Cantrell Avenue.

T-Bone Burnett
April 10
8p.m.
University Hall
Charlottesville, VA

Petty larceny
+■ Student Anthony Fee, 23, of Virginia
Beach was arrested March 28 and charged with petty larceny and public drunkenness.
Fee was arrested about 2 am. on
Liberty Street.

I

Tickets available in Harrisonburg
on Friday, April 6
$9.00

Drunken driving
Two students were arrested and
charged with drunken driving.
*■ Sean Calleran, 22, of Harrisonburg
was arrested about 3:30 a.m. Sunday on
High Street near Harrisonburg High
School.

At Music Museum
66 E. Market St.
Between 10a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

a- Patricia Parrlsh, 20, of Alexandria
was arrested about 10:15 p.m. Sunday
near the intersection of South Main
Street and Madison Drive.

Uqiversity
Union

Loud notoe
•» Student Beverley Zlgier, 19, of Harrisonburg waa arrested Saturday and
charged with creating loud noise.

Zlgier was arrested about 3:10 a.m. on
Walnut Lane.
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'The Three Faces of Eve'
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(Graphic by Sarah Otto)

Personalities come together
By Cay Fultz
feature editor

She used to be the Strawberry Girl, before that,
the Turtle Lady. But today Chris Sizemore, the
subject of the novel and the Academy Awardwinning "The Three Faces of Eve," is at last her
own person.
Sizemore, who spent 45 years of her life as 22
personalities, told her story to an audience that filled Grafton-Stovall Theatre to near capacity Monday night.
In 1932, Sizemore was diagnosed by two
psychiatrists as suffering from the rare disorder of
multiple personality. Multiple personality is the existence of two or more personalities in one body at
the same time.
Sizemore said she did not realize she was different until she entered high school. "But I was a
young wife and mother before I was really aware
that I was any different from other people," said
Sizemore, whose smooth complexion and wavy red
hair belie her 57 years. "I began to have severe
headaches, a feeling of weakness and inertia and
then long periods of amnesia," she told the audience.

If one of her personalities had not tried to choke
her crying 3-year-old daughter Taffy, Sizemore
said she still would believe she only had a strange
case of amnesia. Sizemore explained the character
was not trying to kill Taffy, but was trying to stop
her from crying.
Taffy was told about her mother's illness at
the age of four. By the time Taffy was 12, their
roles were reversed. Taffy was the mother, and
Sizemore the child. Taffy named the personalities.
One was called the Bell Lady because she collected
bells. Another she called the Turtle Lady because
she collected turtles.
Bobby, Sizemore's son from a second marriage,
was not told about his mother until he was 13. His
reaction was unexpected. "Is that all that it is?" he
said. "Every time I saw that happen to you, I
thought you were going to die."
Whenever Sizemore underwent a personality
change, her face turned red and became contorted
and she fell down. A change lasted about two
minutes. The personalities usually came in groups
of three. Each group had a dominant personality
who was amnesiac and could not remember the
other two personalities.

Subconsciously, I was creating those personalities," Sizemore said. "They were not
moods. They were totally different entities. They
were so different that their expressions were different, their handwritings were different, their
ideas were different, even their skills were different.
"We never knew who was coming out. I had no
control over the changes," Sizemore said.
Among the 22 personalities she experienced,
tnere were seven artists, 10 poets, one tailor, and
many mother and wife images. "Today, I still
write, I still paint, but I don't sew," she said.
Sizemore talked about several of her personalities, but described in detail her last three
before her integration into one personality. •
n*Tr?kPurple Lady was the dom«nant one of the
nnai three personalities. She was obsessed with the
color purple and always wore it. She painted
everything purple, too. The Purple Lady weighed
i/v pounds and thought she was 58 years old.
Sizemore was 46.
See SIZEMORE page 7 ►
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By Duck Carter
staff writer

EURYTHMICS "TOUCH"
From the group that brought us "Sweet
Dreams Are Made of This," the duo of David
Allan Stewart and Annie Lennox supply all the
techno-pop rock 'n roll anyone could ever want
on "Touch."
I'll have to admit this album is surprisingly
strong with heavy synthesizers and "drum sequencers" and of course lead vocals from Lennox whose flaming orange crew-cut graces the
album cover. It was more than a year ago that
an over zealous fan yanked a brunette wig off
Lennox's head to expose the look that earned
her a Time Magazine cover.
Although Lennox has'rather limited range,
ner voice has a mesmerizing, almost hypnotic,
quality, and she rarely strains the bounds of her
talents. Each cut on "Touch" has its own
distinctive flavor, whereas "Sweet Dreams"
was bogged down with a monotonous beat and
lyrics suggesting heavy drug usage. "Touch"
moves ahead with the exception of "Aqua"
which is over-powered and overly repetitious.
The best selections on "Touch" are, "Here
Comes the Rain Again,** "Right By Your
Side" and "Cool Blue," all on Side A, and
showcase Stewart and Lennox at their finest,

Sizemore
* (Continued from page 8)

The second personality was the
Strawberry Girl who thought she
was 21 and slender at 179 pounds.
She constantly went barefoot and
only ate strawberries.
The Retrace Lady was the third
personality. She believed retracing
her steps would bring bad things in
her life and would go a mile out of
her way to get back to a place to
avoid retracing her steps, though she
would only be a block away, said
Sizemore.
Many of Sizemore's personalities
had characteristics that conflicted
with each other. In her most recent
set of personalities, the Purple Lady
wore bifocals while the Strawberry
Girl could read a telephone directory
without any visual aid. The Purple
Lady also had arthritis and had to
have shots of cortisone to control the
pain. The Strawberry girl showed no
signs of arthritis. Today, Sizemore
has no problem with arthritis.

and even though the flip side is a lit lie too space
age for my tastes, "Touch" is generally a fine
example of what the 21st Century American
Bandstand will be like.

• • *

•• * •
■*• * *■
**
•

Buy, beg, borrow or steal
Better than most
Beats studying
Soon to be in bargain bin

THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND
"GREETINGS FROM SOUTH CAROLINA"
In the days of Capricorn Records, MTB always
took a back seat to the Allman Brothers whose
razor edged guitars and double drum kits gave
birth to "Southern Rock" and although Toy
Caldwell could thumb-pick an electric six-string
with anybody, MTB refused to get caught up in
the wave of Allman clones and pioneered

Sizemore's experiences with multiple personality began when she was
two years old. She went through a
three-month period in which she saw
a dead man in a ditch, another man
after he had been cut in half at a
sawmill, and a bad cut on her
mother's arm. When her mother injured herself, she told Sizemore to
get help. Sizemore remembers running to her bed and squeezing her
pillow as she watched another little
girl get her father. That other girl
was Sizemore, too. That was her
first experience with multiple' personality.
Doctors believe these events might
have caused the multiple personality
because they happened at a time
when she was too young to deal with
them.
The two doctors who first
diagnosed Sizemore as multiple, Dr.
Corbet Thigpen and Dr. Hervey
Clekley, treated her as Eve White,
the wife and mother image; Eve
Black, the party girl; and Jane Doe,
the regular girl. They used her case
history lo write "The Three Faces of
Eve," ah unauthorized but awardwinning account of it that catapulted

"Southern Boogie" that could almost pass for
jazz.
"Greetings From South Carolina" is a strong
effort for this veteran group as they pay
homage to their native Carolina and their country and western roots. "Greetings" exemplifies
the versatility that has made MTB one of the
most consistent bands that emerged from the
turbulent mid 1970's when disco clashed with
heavy metal and country outlaws like Waylon
and Willie cracked the pop charts.
MTB blends pure country, "Bags Half Packed," with classic Texas swing, "Carolina
Sunset," and gets away with a swinging gospel
tune, "Closer to Jesus." As always, the musicianship is outstanding with Toy Caldwell juggling guitar, dobro and steel guitar, with the
highlight being the "Rollin' Driver," Paul Riddle setting the tempo on drums and Doug Gray
proving once again that he has the best country
voice in rock 'n roll.
In the album's opening cut, Gray croons
about a "Carolina Sunset" and states that they
"bring heaven a little closer to earth." Well, if
that's true, this album is as close to heaven as
Southern boogie gets.

• • *

Joanne Woodward to an Academy
Award.
Sizemore did not have any input in
the book or the movie and did not
receive financial benefits other than
$5,000 for "visual rights" to the
film. Even before the book was
published, another personality had
emerged, but the two doctors pronounced her well.
After the book and movie were
released, Sizemore was told by doctors to hide her identity for fear of
public reaction to her and her family. In 1958, a year after "The Three
Faces of Eve" was released,
Sizemore, believing she was well but
actually still another personality,
wrote an autobiographical account
as Evelyn Lancaster about her three
previous selves, titled "The Final
Face of Eve."
It was not until 19 years later,
after living in isolation and fear of
being discovered, however, that
Sizemore became integrated as one
personality under the care of her |
eighth doctor. Dr. Tony Tsitos of
Annandale, Va. As part of her final
therapy, she and her first cousin cowrote the best seller, "I'm Eve" in
1977.

Sizemore credits her recovery to
doctors' treatment, her family's support and her faith in God. "Family
support is paramount," she said. I
had one of the finest support
families." Her second husband of 30
years took on added responsibilities
in raising the children. It was he who
bought Taffy's prom dress.
Through her illness, Sizemore
dreamed of being a normal wife and
mother. Sizemore said, "Through
all my mental illness, I certainly had
a dream and that was to be one person. To be normal. I dreamed of
having friends and neighbors that
accepted me as myself. I dreamed of
being a useful member of society."
Today Sizemore lectures on mental health and speaks on behalf of
the Mental Health Association. She
is intent on educating the public
about mental illness and how it can
be cured. She is a walking example.
"If I have a message as I travel,"
she said, "it is that mental illness is
nothing to be ashamed of. Don't be
afraid to seek help.
"I've begun to like myself. I know
it's alright to be me."
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Movie's director
makes a 'Splash'

after hours

By Brian Rawdon

Thursday

Saturday

»-AXP Mid TKE Uttfe Sisters Sponsor NajM (d.|) —
JM'a. $75 cover charge
e»M Brothers (cock) —Jo's, SI cover
a-Jerry CajeaafceJl (country) — Ganoy Dancer, $3 cover
-64. - Bella Meade $2 cover.
►dj. — Scruples, no cover charge.
•■The Reverend My Wlrtz v/tth Tough Lack and Upa
lararaelU (rhythm and blues) — Calhouns, S3 covet
»-d.J. — Cars, no cover charga

»-dg. — JM's, Cash Dance, $1 cover.
►•Bofto (contemporary rock) — Jo's, SI cover.
a-Bucky dark and the Vitamin Band (|azr) —
Calhoun'a, St cover.
v-Opue — Scruples. $2 cover.
e-Fui MBMSI (top forty) - Belle Meade. S3 cover.
»>Tkej Spears (country) — Gaudy Dancer, S3 cover.
►Hybrid IDS — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
► Mueusm Fur* Jam — Warren Campus Center. 9 p.m..
cover charge not available.

staff writer

Music

a-OokHlnger — Grafton-Slovall Theatre, 7:30 and 10
p m . $1 50 with ID. S2 without ID.
a-Spleen (PO) — Roth Thaatraa, 7 and 9 p.m. shows $4.
e-UnlaHMuRy Yours (PO.) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and S
pjn. shows S4.
► Tank (PO) — Roth Thaatraa, 7 and 9 p.m. snows S4
►-The Right Stuff (PO) - Virginia Theater. 7:30 only S4.

MOVPM

► Never Say Never (PO) - Gratton-Stovall Theater,
7 JO and 10 p.m., SI .50 with ID. S2 without ID.
►Splash (PO) — Roth Theatres, 2,7 and 9 p.m. shows

14

► UnfsHhfuay Yours (PO) - Roth Theatres. 2. 7 snd
920 p.m. shows S4.
•■Tank (PO) — Roth Theatres. 2, 7 and 9:10 p.m. shows
S4.
►•The Right Stuff (PO) - Virginia Theater. 7:30 p.m.
show $4.

Friday
Music
•-dj. - JM's. $75 cover.
► Botlo (contemporary rock) — Jo's. $1 cover.
► Full Houee — Bells Meade. S3 cover.
••Thai Ryaae (folk-pop) — Calhouns. $1 cover.
► Opus (top forty) — Scruples, $2 cover charga.
► Tim Spears (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover.
►Hybrid tea (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
► d.|. — Cars, no cover charge.

MOVrSS
► Never Say Never (PO) — Grafton-Stovall Theater.
7 30 and 10 p.m., $1 50 with ID, S2 without.
► Splesh (PO) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and 9 p.m shows 14
► UrdaWmiky Yours (PO) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and 9
p.m. shows $4
•-Tank (PO) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and 9 p.m. shows S4.
•-The Right Stuff (PO) - Virginia Theater, 7:30 only 14.

Etc.
Golf

► Lakerlew Oort Course — $1 for students with IDs to
play West nine holes. Regular prices are $7 weekdays,
$4.50 af ter 5 p.m and $9.50 for weekends snd holidays.

Bowling

►Vaiey Lanes — $.90 days and $115 for tenpins snd
$1.05forduckplnsnights.Open9am to 11 pjn.every
day.

Horsabacfc Riding

► Oak Manor Farms - US 11 South

Roller Ska ting
► Skatetown U.SJV — Open Tuesday 10 am to noon
and Tuesday through Friday 7:30 p.m. to 10 pjn.

1st Anniversary Sale
Tapes
Maxell UDXI-1190 and TDK SAC-90
$29.95 dozen
Pre-owned LP's
Buy One and Get a Second LP
Of Equal or Less Value For Vi price
All $8.98 List New LP's
$6.49
66 E. Market St.
.
434-R2D2

U

_v

a

54 South Main. Harrieonburg
Downtown Near The Theater

The screenplay by Lowell Ganz,
Babaloo Mandel, and Bruce Jay
Friedman is witty and touching. The
dialogue is funny and original, as is
the direction. In one scene, the mermaid, who is unfamiliar with city
life, walks out into a busy street and
causes an accident. When the angry
driver screams at her, Hanks yells,
"Cut her some slack; she's from out
of town."
Howard knows the amount of sentiment and comedy to give each
scene. The film could easily have
developed into sentimental goo, but
it doesn't.
If "Splash" is any indication of
Ron Howard's future as a director,
his next effort should be looked for
with anticipation.

J.M.U. STUDENT
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING
1984-1985

COD

Ho*"'*
HAIRSTYLING

Although "Splash" is only director Ron Howard's second film, he's
already showing he Is one of the best
young comedy directors in the
business. Coming off the success of
"Night Shift," he aims for a light
romantic comedy and hits his mark.
A mermaid who comes to New York
City to be with the man she loves
may be a ridiculous concept for a
movie plot, but Howard pulls it off
and even makes it believable. Splash
is the most enjoyable movie so far
this year.
Daryl Hannah stars as the
beautiful blond mermaid who
rescues the depressed Tom Hanks
from drowning in the waters of Cape
Cod. A few days later she's in New
York looking for him, and proceeds
to cause quite a stir. She appears
naked at the Statue of Liberty. She
learns to speak English by watching
TV for six hours while on a shopping
spree at Bloomingdale's. And she
eats a lobster (shell and all) in a posh
restaurant. All of this is confusing to
Hanks, a local produce merchant,
yet he falls in love with her anyway.

The film also has some excellent
supporting characters. The most
notable are former SCTV regulars
Eugene Levy, as a marine scientist
who pursues the mermaid around
the city, and John Candy as Hanks'
brother Freddie. Candy is excellent
in his best screen role as a selfproclaimed free spirit who is, nevertheless, very lovable. He once took a
date to his own wedding.

(1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments and
Single Rooms available
August 1 or September 1)

Contact
R. W. Macher
(703)433-1584 or (703) 433-8700

PERM SPECIAL
$ 2750 (And Up)

(Regular F rom $35.00)
..(

Offer Good April 7-14
WE USE & SELL

Call 433-8600

Elaine Shenk, Lois Riser
Shelly Mullen & Mertie Gridley

MOWAHD

JownsonS

RESTA URANT
FOR THE MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES:

Early Bird Special
(Served 10:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m.)

2 Eggs, Toast, Unlimited Coffee,

Computer
'Riting
Assistance
Serving
Harrisonburg
Barbara GroehaJ18 - General Manager

Resumes
Research Papers
Manuscripts

Mailing Lists
Cases

703434-8737

Across from 1-81

ANTIQUES
14 Graham Street
(Northwest corner of Court Square)
Harrisonburg, Virginia

14K Engagement Rings from $35
VAK Engagement Rings under $200
14K Gold Bangle Bracelets $145
Vintage Clothing
Diamond Bands from $65
Oak and Walnut Furniture

Bring in this ad for a free premium

FOR ALL YOU DO AT JMU

THIS BUDS FOR YOU.

Reiser

JOHN

D.

EIUND CO.. INC.

RT. I / NORTH. P.O. BOX880 • VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE (703 .'48-8131

MHHflL

^raaawrffir*

■ INI. Ill Mllft».«l«l»J»BIN.i IM -SI lOlMi

Mfm*

BUSCH.

J*fc

Baiwfiisot
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Under fire
JMU ROTC cadets
step into combat

The JMU ROTC held Its field training excesses at Fort A.P. Hill Isst weekend. Cadets
spent the weekend In simulated battlefield
situations. Friday's activities featured day
and night orienteering during which cadets
had to move to predesigned pieces In the
training area using navigational equipment.
The cadets' poise under fire was tested
Saturday In the tactical exercise. Cadets,
with blank -filled M-16's, reacted to sniper
and direct fire as well ss ambushes. Sunday's
activltiee tested leadership skills. Cadets formulated and executed plans In potentially
dangerous situations.

I*

—

Photos by Ming Leong

■—

■""
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IS AN MBA
IN YOUR FUTURE?
The Kogod College of Business Administration at
The American University offers you an excellent opportunity for graduate business education In our nation's capital. Programs may be completed on a fulltime or part-time basis with courses offered in both
day and evening formats.
In addition to the MBA, the College offers the
Master of Science degree in Taxation as well as in
other specialized professional fields. For further information, call (202) 686-2141 or mail the following
form to:
Kogod College of
BoslneM
Administration
Office ©f Student
Affair*
The American
University
Washington, DC
20016

THE
AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY
TV Amcnt-an University is an
til) AHirmMive A. turn Iratilutum

I am interested in the following graduate business
fields:
□ Personnel and
□ Accounting
□ Business-Government
Industrial Relations
□ Procurement.AcquisiRelations
□ Finance
tion and Grants
D International Business
Management
□ Managerial Economics D Real Estate and Urban
D Marketing
Development
□ Operations Analysis
D Taxation (MSonly)
Name
Address
City
State
:
Telephone (_

Zip.

mm^&mmmnm
.(

f

u

a

Fill out:

#
"S

Ul

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words, and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday.

Telephone number

■

•

I 03 tVt./
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10th Straight
Women's tennis team aims for number one
By Scott Tolley
sport editor

i

,«

Freshman Terrl Gasklll won her second-seed match against UVa Wednesday 6-3,7-6.
(Photo by Greg Fletcher)

The JMU women's tennis team has something to
prove — that they're the best in the state.
The Dukes may have taken a step closer to doing
that by beating the University of Virginia yesterday
6-3.
JMU has won 10 straight matches and carry a
spring record of 11-3 into this weekend's play. The
Dukes travel to Old Dominion University on Friday, then to Williamsburg to play Perm State on
Saturday and William and Mary on Sunday.
The victory tasted much sweeter since JMU was
defeated by UVa earlier in the fall by an 8-1
margin.
Although head coach Maria Malerba saw
revenge as motivation for the Virginia match, she
felt they were equal in talent. "We lost to them
8-1, five of the matches were 6-4 in the third set.
8-1 sounds like we got killed, but we didn't," she
said. "I scheduled them again because we knew we
could do better. They all knew in their minds they
could beat them, so they were up.
"We knew it was going to be a close match, on
any given day it's hard to say who would win."
The Dukes jumped out to a comfortable lead of
4-2 after the singles competition, needing only one
doubles victory to wrap up the match.
See TENNIS page 14

Student athlete makes academics her main goal
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

If she was graded on athletics alone, Sue
Peacock would be considered an obvious success.
On the lacrosse field she holds JMU career
records with 112 goals and 56 assists. If she continues at the pace she's playing this season, she will
lead the team in scoring for the fourth straight
year.
But there's more to Sue Peacock than just goals
and assists.
.
Her lacrosse success represents only a portion ot
the input Peacock has had in athletic, academic,
and social programs at JMU.
"I try to make academics come first," Peacock,
said. "I am happy with my grade point average.'
A marketing major and economics minor.
Peacock has learned to utilize athletics and
academics effectively enough to gain the most
from both.
,
. _.
V.
Aside from lacrosse, Peacock belongs and
resides in the Sigma Kappa sorority house, is a little sister to Theta Chi, is a member of the Madison
Marketing Association and spends time as a
member of the Catholic Campus Ministry.
According to several of her Greek sisters known
as the "Sigma Kappa Fun Bunch " Peacock goes
to sleep late at night and is an early riser.
Peacock, currently playing attack her senior
year at JMU on the women's lacrosse team, is the
offensive epitome of the program.

Dee McDonough, Peacock's lacrosse coach,
values what the Long Island, N.Y. high schooler
has done for the team.
"She has contributed to the team's success with
her ability to score and assist. It is importnat to her
that the team do well."
And doing well for the team has already resumed for Peacock and the (3-1) Dukes this year. One
of the two games Peacock said she will remember
most of her career was played last week against
William and Mary.
"We were so psyched for the game because they
were an in-state rival," Peacock said of the Indians.
Down 5-4 with about five minutes remaining,
Joyce MetcalPs goal tied the score. With two
minutes left the Dukes began to work the ball.
Peacock put the go ahead goal in and the team
began celebrating.
"We were very happy. We thought we had the
game. William and Mary was ranked and we were
excited about the upset," Peacock explained.
The celebration proved a bit immature. With 25
seconds left William and Mary tied the score on a
controversial goal. The Dukes defenders insisted
that the William and Mary player entered the'
crease in front of the goal. This is never allowed in
women's play, only in men's.
The goal, however, was allowed forcing an overtime. With about a half minute remaining in the second three minute overtime period, Peacock rebounded a missed shot by teammate Brigid

Baroody clinching the 7-6 win.
A year ago Peacock scored late in a game against
a highly regarded University of Massachusetts
team, leading to a 6-5 win.
Conversely, weak opponents hurt the team's
play Peacock said. "When we play a team we think
See ATHLETE page 14 ►

Sue Peacock roams the field during a match.
(file photo)
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In singles play, freshman Terri Gaskill defeated
UVa's Ramona Esquibel 6-3, 7-6 in the number
two match. In the third-seeded match, JMU junior
Lee Custer topped Krista Clarke, 6-4,6-1.
Fourth-seeded Susie Peeling went three sets with
Virginia's Suzette Guffey, before knocking her off
1-6, 6-2, 6-4.
The Dukes' final win in the singles was fifthseeded Kathy Holleran, who defeated Connie Hallquist 7-6, 6-1.
Holleran, a senior, leads the team with an 11-2
spring record. Due to torn ligaments in her ankle
suffered between seasons, Holleran spent a month
with a cast on.

Athlete
*• (Continued from page 13)

we can beat, we slack off."
Exacting seasonal goals have never been a part
of her or the team according to Peacock. "We try
to approach the games one at a time. If anything,
we would like to win the state tournament."
State champion status is something Peacock's
team has accomplished only in her freshman year.
They knocked off William and Mary 9-8 with
Peacock netting three goals.
Playing in the NCAA tournament is in
Peacock's mind. A state championship does not
guarantee a spot in the post season finale. Teams
are selected on an at large process. Results,

Enhance
your
career

"With Kathy's ankle we're not sure day to day
how she's going to play." Malerba said. "Having
her foot in a cast for a month, put her behind
everyone else, but when she's good, she's good."
In the doubles competition Holleran and Custer
defeated UVa's Guffey and Hallquist 6-2, 6-1 in
the second-seeded match. The final victory in the
match came in the first seeded match when Ingrid
Hetz and Gaskill topped Virginia's Esquibel and
Clarke 6-7, 6-2, 6-4.
William and Mary defeated UVa on Tuesday, so
head coach Maria Malerba sees Sunday's match as
a showdown for state bragging rites. "We
(William and Mary, UVa, and JMU) are the three
strongest schools in the state," she said. "We've
beaten them (UVa) and William and Mary has
beaten them, so it comes down to whoever wins the
state tournament as to who's best in the state."

Join The
Breeze
She intended on trying out for the team from the
start. And not only did she make the team, she led
it in scoring and tied for the top spot in assists.
Since then she has led both offensive categories
each year.

schedule and time during season when they play
top teams are all factors, Peacock said. With continued wins against schools like William and Mary,
the Dukes could have a chance. In fact, today's
3:00 p.m. meeting with NCAA champion
Deleware could be another step closer.
Peacock's past history in lacrosse started in her
sophomore year at Ward Melville High School.
"A lot of my friends were interested in lacrosse,
especially the men's team."
After a successful three years at the high school
level, Peacock was ready for college. "Most of my
friends wanted to stay in New York, but I decided
to try a school more south. I heard JMU had a
good athletic program and the campus was
pretty."

Although Peacock was given a scholarship for
her senior year, she still participates in sportsrelated employment. For the past three years she
has worked in the issues room of Godwin Hall.
As her last season continues at JMU, Peacock
feels no pressure to continue providing the majority of the team's offense. "We have a very well
rounded team. I have no pressure to score every
time I touch the ball." But past record almost says
she could.

sports file
Sports Week
to be held
National Sports Week will be held
April 16 through 19 to promote
awareness of JMU recreational activities. »
The tentative schedule is as
follows:
Monday, April 16:
— A one hour "beach aerobics" exercise class will be held from 6 — 7
p.m. in Godwin Hall's gym.
— A health screening test will be
available in the Warren Campus
Center from 1 to 5 p.m. on the Mez-.
zanine. Participants will be
measured to see how fit or fat they
are.
Tuesday, April 17:
— A water balloon toss, egg toss,
and tug of war will be held from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. on the grass field between Godwin Hall and Lakeside
Dorms . .
— A field goal kicking contest and
obstacle course will be held from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Madison Stadium.
Wednesday, April 18:
— A crab soccer game will be held
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in Godwin
Hall's gym.
— An air band competition will
begin at 7:30 in Godwin Hall's gym.
Registration forms are available at

the information desk in Warren
Campus Center and at the Recreation Activities Office, room 213 in
Godwin Hall. Registration deadline
is April 13 at S p.m. .
Thursday, April 19:
— Whiffle Ball will be held from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Godwin Hall's
gym.
— Inner Tube Water Polo will be
played from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
Savage Natatorium.
All games are open to the public.

Intramurals
The cc-rec two-on-two basketball
champions were Deana Meadows
and Mark Eaton.
In badminton, the men's singles
champion was John Connor. The
women's singles champion was
Peggy Toliver. The men's doubles
champions were Art Wallace and
Joe Giordano and the women's
doubles champions were
Peggy
Toliver and Sandy Mason. The mixed doubles champions were Kevin
Berry and Cindy Joiner.
In volleyball, the men's champions were the Polar Bears. The
women's champions were NoSlack,
and the co-rec champions were the
Polar Bears.

Baseball

Schedule
THURSDAY
►Men's Tennis — it William and Mary. 130 p.m.
► Baieball — at Virginia Military Institute, 3:00 p.m.
►Lacrosse - at the University ot Delaware, 400 p.m.

The Dukes' first home conference
game of the season against George
Mason was postponed yesterday due
to rain. The game has been
rescheduled for Thursday, April 26.

FRIDAY
►Women'. OoN - st the Duke University Invitational
Tournament (thru Sunday)
►Men's Track — Colonial Relays, 2:30 p.m. (thru Satur
day)
►Women's Terms - et Old Dominion University. 3:00
p.m.
►Women's Track - st the George Mason University
Invitational, 3:00 p.m. (thru Saturday)

JMU, who was ranked 23rd in the
nation in the most recent Collegiate
Baseball magazine poll, will take its
17-5 record on the road today. The
Dukes travel to Lexington to face the
Keydets of Virginia Military Institute. JMU defeated VMI two
weeks ago 12-2.

SATURDAY
►Archery - FITA Qualifying Tournament, home, ftOO

am

►Lecroeee — University ot Maryland, home, 1:00 p.m
►Women's Tennis - Penn State, at William and Mary,
2:00 p.m.

The Dukes return home on Sunday to face conference member, East
Carolina at 2:00 p.m. JMU dropped
a 4-3 decision to the Pirates this Sunday to even their conference record
to 2-2.

SUNDAY
►Women's Tennis - at William and Mary, 10:00 a.m.
►Lacrosse — Temple University, home, 1:00 p.m.
►Baseball - East Carolina Unlverstly, home, fcOO p.m.

Baseball
Leading batters (at least 25 at bets)
Player
QP-OS
AS
Cullers...
Nemeth .
FrlU
Urban ....
neevss ...
Deren
Slclllano .
Marant ...
Estepp

TIAM

2B

21-20
22-22
22 22
2120
22 22
22-22
22 22
22 22
18-13

54
73
90
78
78
73
79
63
38

24
27
33
28
27
21
21
15
9

10
21
25
20
25
15
24
24
9

4
6
3
8
3
6
4
4
2

23

684

232

IN

43

38
0
2
4
0
10
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SOUTH TEE
GOLF
DRIVING
RANGE

Shalimar
39 East Market St.
433-9464

Wide Selection off
Unique Spring Fashions

„

Reg $28.00
Now $25.95

Brass Earrings

-k,-,-

Tuesday, April 10 — 7 or 8 p.m.
Wednesday, April 11 — 7 or 8 p.m.
\
Attendance is mandatory. Brin&
your Spring Sign-up card.

REGULAR

209 Or r
BUCKET OF BALLS
With This Coupon

SALE

Cloisonne Earrings

All those wishing to participate in Spring Sign-Up for
Chandler Hall must attend
one of the short orientation
meetings to be held in
Chandler Hall "Maxims".

U.S. Hwy 11
South Main St.
Harrlsonburg, Va.
434-3312
Open 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
7 Days a Week

Just Arrived

Kenya Bags

Chandler hall

Reg $8.95
Now $6.99
Reg $14.95
Now $9.99

■ ■■JM'S: MARKET.-:
BEER
National Bohemian. .$1.35

Coors and Coors Light

Busch
Budweiser

$1.99
2.35

12 packs

32.75

Italian Sub

FOOD ITEMS
American Sub

Nachos

India Print T-Shirts
(short sleeve)

$5.99 ea.

$4.50

$2.89

$2.35

WE DELIVER WITH ANY FOOD ORDER
DIAL 43-DUKES
BHB^HBVHBMBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBVBBBB«MBUB

Two Blocks From Campus

THURSDAY
APRIL 5th
Phone 433-1305
Morton Frozen Dinners 11 oi
Tony's Pizza 13 oz
Crisp Iceberg Lettuce
Land O Lakes Margarine 1 lb
Citrus HU1 Frozen O.J. 12 oz
Hyde Park Tomato Juice 46 oz
Hyde Park Chicken Stuffing 6 oz pkg
Hyde Park Apple Sauce 16 oz
National Beer fpk
Busch or Natural Lite Beer 6 pk
Budweiser Beer Reg & Lite 12 pk

79C
$1.79
49C head
59C
$1.09
79C
59C
3 / $1.00
$1.39
$2.09
$4.59

Coors Beer Reg & Lite 12 pk
Old Milwaukee Beer Reg & Lite 12 pk

$4.69
$3.99

Michelob Beer Reg & Lite NR Bottles 6 pk

$2.59

Hours: Mon Tues Wed 9-6
Thurs Fri Sat 9-Midnight

CASH & CARRY Now Has

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE
With $5 Minimum Purchase
Thurs Fri Sat from 6-12 p.m.

BACKECCM
THE REVEREND
EILLy WIRTZ
WITH

ww
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For Rent
Na*d 3 tomato roommatM — New
townhouse, walking distance to campus,
fully furnished and equlped, A/C, Ideal
location, all the luxuries. Available In the
fall. Call Karen Immediately at 433-8971.
Apartment — 2-bedroom, completely furnished, for 3 people. 2 blocks from campus. Available for 1 year starting May 5.Call 434-2362 after 5:30.
Summer sublets — Half block from campus. 2 spaces, fully furnished. $70 per.
Call 434-7104 and ask for Becky.

Sublease — May, summer. Homeplace
Apartments. Close walk, furnished, A/C.
$100 negotiable. Call Susie at 4334)323.
Enjoy all the amenities for May and summer sessions. A/C, W/D, fully furnished.
Madison Square. Doug 433-3737.
Staying summer session? Fully furnished apartment 3 blocks away. Call Victor
at 433-0583.
Madison Square Sublease — May and
summer sessions, five spaces open. A/C,
Washer/Dryer, six minutes from campus.
Price negotiable. 434-3421.
Rooms available May, summer. Threemlnute walk to campus. 434-1825.

Room for Rent - Squire Hill Apartments.
May and Summer. $90 plus utilities. OWN
ROOM, AC, bus service, pool. Call Jeff
433-2976.

gymnastics, arts/crafts, pioneering,
music, photography, drama, computer,
R.N., general counselors. Information
available in Placement Office or write:
Andrew Rosen, Point O'Plnes Camp, 221
Harvard Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081.

Help Wanted
JM's Pub and Dell — Dell workers needed. Apply In person. See Dave Morani
Sat.-Thurs. after 9 p.m.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Overnight girls camp In New York's Adirondack Mountains has openings for
counselor-Instructors in tennis, waterfront (WSi, sailing, skiing, small crafts),

Camp Tapawlngo — A coed, residential
summer camp for the mentally retarded
has the following positions for hire:
aquatics specialist, boating specialist,
dance specialist, athletics specialist,
ceramics specialist and counselor. Required to live on camp grounds June
17-August 18. Write: PO Box 401, Alexandria, Va. 22313.

announcements
v

Announcement* In The Breeze srs provides Itoe as a
service 10 readers. Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be published In the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the
features editor for the Inside Arts and People section.
Personal announcements may be sent to The Breeze
business office for the Personals section.
Deadlines for announcements are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
issue Mailing address Is The Breeze, communication
arts department, James Madison University, Harrison
burg VA 22807. The Breeze office Is In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets.
Form for announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT.
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity.
Name end telephone number should be Included.

Events

Alt exhibits — Artworks Gallery, Zlrkle House "Honors Exhibition — Outstanding Undergraduate Art
Students," through April 7. The Other Gallery, Zlrkle
House - "Pslntlngs by Eliza Mldgett," through April 7.
New Image Gallery, Zlrkle House — photogrsphs by
Dsvld Johnson, through 21.
Alive '84 — a series of workshops on prayer
witnessing, the Old Testament and more will be nek)
April 14 at 1 p.m. In Godwin Hall.
Life Science Museum — m Burruss 10 and is
open every Friday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. from March 30
through the end of the semester.
JMU Folk Ensemble — presents "A Festival of
International Folk Dance," April S, 8 end 7 at 8 p.m In
the Sinclair Gymnasium, Godwin Hall Admission Is $2
with JMU ID and S3 general admission.

Asian and Ruaalan Studies Committee

Catholic MaSS — 5 p.m. Saturdays In the
Religious Activities Center until April 14. WCC; 10:30
am. and noon Sundays, ballroom, WCC.
"Awareness" _ Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. at the
Catholic Student Center

Special Olympics track meet — win b* April

15 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Madison Memorial Stadium.
volunteers are needed and should report to the field at
11 am. to help set up the events If Interested, call
Sherry Hill at 852 3262 or Jan Whitlow at 4334199.

Wesley Foundation — Apm to s p.m.,

Disciples Today, 7 p.m., Bible study April 11:8 a.m.,
communion, room A, WCC; 6:30 p.m., "Relationships."
April I2: 6 p.m., New Life Singers. Duke 209
Housing Is available for May and summer sessions
For application forms, see Jeanne Flnley at the Foundation (434-3480).
Leukemia softball marathon — from 10 pm
April 13 to 10 p.m. April 14, Wast Rocklngham Rultan
Park.
"Abortion: HOW It Is" — John and Peggy
Beckman are the guest speakers for this presentation
April 7 at 2 p.m In Bleckwell Auditorium. This event le
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry.
Visiting Scholars — presents Horace Freeland
Judeon, Johns Hopkins University, speaking on
"Origins of the Revolution In Biology," April S at 430
p.m. In Burruss 114.

— presents Key K. Kobayaahl, assistant to the director, Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, speaking "On Personal Justice
Denied," April 5 at 4 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium.

Run for Rhetoric — win be Apm 5 at 3 p.m.
beginning al Godwin Hall. Stroll for Speech will begin
at 4:15 p.m. For Information, call Andy Johnson at
X6117 or call 6228.

Communication Evaluation Conference
— April 11 and 12 In room 12, Anthony-Seeger.

Alpha Epsllon RhO — end Communication Arts
Spring Banquet will be April 21 at 5:45p.m. in Chandler
Hall. Tickets are available at WMRA, the television -film
center end the Communication Arts office.
English Proficiency Test — a prerequisite for
News Writing. News Editing and Public Information
Writing, will be offered: three times during April: April
18 at 3 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger 12, April IS et 3:05 p.m
In Anthony-Seeger 9. and April 25 at 4 p m. In AnthonySeeger 12.
"Wiley and the Hairy Man" — a children's
play, shows through April 8 at 7 p.m In Wampler Experimental Theatre. For ticket Information, call
Deborah Campion at 433-8474.
Forensic* banquet — April a at 4:30 p.m. at the
home of Dr. John Morello

Telecommunications Career Day — April
10 at 1:40 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger auditorium.

International Association of Business
Communicators — will have Its annual banquet
April 5 at 6 p.m. In the Shenandoah Room of Chandler
Hall Tickets can be purchased after March 28 In the
Communication Aits office.

Heart Fund race) — The Sixth Annual Downtown
Harrlsonburg Heart Fund Race will be April 14 at 10
am Entry blanks are available at the Inlormatlon desk,
WCC. or contact Peter Nlelaen, 308 Burruss (phone
X8848).
^^

Madlsonian audit Ion 8 — win be April 14 at 1
p.m. In Duke 208 Contact Sandra Cryder, X83S3 for additional Information.

Fin* Arts Series — "The Chicago Brass," April
11 st B p.m. In Wlleon auditorium. For ticket Information, contact the School of Fine Arts and Communication office at 433-8472.

"War Without Winners" — a Mm presenting
the Issue of ths nuclesr freeze In the U.S. and USSR
will be shown April 10 et S p.m. In Millar 101 and April
12 at 8 p.m. In Duke A100. The showing of the film la
sponsored by the Anthropology Society and Sociology
Club. Admleelon Is tree.
I

Recreational fencing and badminton —
every Wednesday from 5 pjn. to 6 p.m. In Godwin
201-B
/^

NAA and Finance Club — picnic on Apm 8at
noon. Food will be provided. Directions are posted In
Harrison Hall.
Concerts — A concert of new works by JMU composition students will be April 13 at 3 p.m. In Wilson
auditorium Admission Is free
The Symphony Orchestra will preaent Its laet concert of the year on April 10 at 8 p.m. In Wilson
auditorium. Admission Is free.

Ground Zero Week — Apm 6: mm. "The Day
After Trinity," 7:30 p.m., Eastern Mennonlte College
Science Center, room 106. April 7: film, "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer: Memories end Perspectives," 7:X p.m.,
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church; there will be an admission fee. April 8: film, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Memories
and Perspectives," 7:30 p.m., Bridgewsler Church of
the Brethren; there will be sn admission fee. April 8:
film, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Memories and Perspectives," 7:30 p.m., Cole Hsll, Bridgewster College; there
will be sn admission fee. April 10: psnel discussion,
"Women Against Nuclesr Wer," 2 p.m., Hsrrtsonburg
First Church of the Brethren April 10: film, 'War
Without Winners." 8 p.m., Miller 101. April 12: film,
"War Without Winners." 8 p.m., Duke A100. April 13:
panel discussion with Hsrrlsonburg residents, 4 p.m.,
Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church. April 14: film, "In
ths King of Prussia," 2 p.m.. Eastsrn Mennonlte College Science Center, room 108. April 15: film, "In the
King of Prussia," 2 p.m., Harrison A208; films, "Gods of
Metsl" snd "The Last Epidemic," 7 p.m., Blessed
Secrsmsnt Catholic Church, Johnston Hsll.

General
CP4P — CP8.P workshop: "How to Get Your Foot In
the Door, April 11 at 3 p.m. Sign up In advance In the
CP&P office

Accounting Honor Society — win hold open
tutoring sessions In accounting every Wednesday from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. In the eudlo-vtsusl department of the
library.
CARS — a free service provided for faculty snd
students by Csthollc Campus Ministries gives you a
free rtde home on Friday and Ssturday nights from 11
p.m. to 3 a.m. If you had too much to drink, or lor
women who need a safe ride home. Complete confidentiality, no hassles. Call 433-CARS.
Fall registration — Tuition end fees must be
paid prior to participating In the advanced registration
for the fall semester The cashier's office will be open
from 8:30 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. during ad
vanced registration.
Escort service — by Alpha Chi Rho, Mondays
through Thursdays from 9 p.m. to 12:30 am.; phone
X5106.
University Judicial Council — student, mterested In applying to be a member may obtain an application In Alumnae 108. Deadline lor retumlno. anplications Is April 10.
Counseling Center — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals snd
groups. Call 8562 for more Information or come to
Alumnae Hall for walk-In service between 3 pjn. and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday. No appointment
needed.
Mediation Council - offers free mediation ear
vice lo all members of the campus community who srs
In dispute. Come by the Mediation Center In the Commuter Student Center office, WCC, between 5 p.m. to 8
p.m., Monday through Friday. Call 4338259 for more Inform atl on.
University Writing Lab — offers Individualized
help to students worMng on papers or reports, studying for esssy exams, writing letters or applications
reviewing grammar, or preperlng to take the GRE'
LSAT, or GMAT. For further Information,, call Mra
Hoeklns at 6401 or atop by Keezell 108, Monday
through Friday from B a.m. to 3 p.m.

Tutoring — Is available from Sigma Phi Lambda In
all subjects. For more Information, call: Paula
Llpscomb (math snd computer science) at X7187; Beth
Ann Nelf (science and social science) at X5457; Jarl
Bliss (business) st X7416; Kim Stewart (education and
human services) at 434-3647; Kelly DeKlelne
(philosophy, religion and forslgn languages) st
434-4291; Donna Berry (political science, public administration and history) at X4162; or Debbie Lawson
(tutorial director) st X4154.

T8X forms — srs available in the reference area of
the library.
Math tutoring — Is available to freshmen taking
freshmen Isvel msth courses, Keezell 107-108, by applntment only. Call John Hoover at 8401.
NDSL Checks — are available at the cashlsr's
window, Wilson Hall. Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Checks not claimed will be cancelled.

Honor Council prosecutor — positions are
open. Applications are available at the honor council
office, room 113. WCC. Deadline Is April 6. Call X6383
for more Information.

Christian book bibliography — is being com
piled by the Campus Christian Council. To help, send
sn Index card with author, title, publisher, place of
publication, data and number of pages plus a short
summary to Janet King, Box 2478.

New parking regulations — The campus

poilcs have closed ell perking on the service drive by
the campus center, violators will be towed Immedlate-

Meetlngs
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meats every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Churchy
Campus Crusade lor Christ — meat, .very
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. on the WCC mezzanine. For Information call Laura at 434-8838
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship —
meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the WCC ballroom
Inter-Varsity prayer meetings are held Monday
through Friday from4:30 pm. to5p.m. m Jackeon 108.

Christian Science Organisation _

mmt,

every first and third Sunday at 7 p.m In the relkjloue

Commuter Student Committee — hotde
meetings each Monday at 5 p.m. In room B, WCC. All
commuters are welcome.

Preabyterlan Fellowship - m^.avaryMonoay at <yx p.m. In room C, WCC, and will meet
Tuesdays for Bible study at 8 p.m. m Converee RAC.

-/
Fellowship of Christian Athletes - g.t

Place a classified in The Breeze
Deadlines are noon Tuesday for Thursday's paper
and noon Friday for Monday's paper.
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Bloom County

classifieds
For Sale
Ws haw* purchased 5 diamond bands
priced from $35 .each, 1/4 carat
diamonds, engagement from $150. We
take trade-Ins and offer financing. All
jewelry Is 14k gold and purchased from
estates or individuals so we can pass on
the savings. Harrison Antiques, Court
Square. 434-1074.
Brand new Sansul Home Stereo
Speakers. 80 watts per channa;, 4-year
warranty. Call Amy, x4382.
Vintage, unlimited new selection of spring clothing and accessories. Victorian
whites and others. Located In Harrison
Antiques, NW corner of Court Square in
downtown Harrlsonburg.

Services
TYPING - Mrs. Lamb, x6292, 10-2 dall>
or evenings, 434-7506.
Confidential Abortion Services - All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-61. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
TYPING SERVICE - 20 years experience. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price,
879-9935.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call Kathy,
433-8015.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - IBM selectrie, 433-8685 before 7:00 p.m.
Affordable custom framing for struggling
to m
students whose funds are limited. To
434-3185,434-4193.
Accurate, Professional Typing —
Resumes, letters, term papers, thesis —
Fast, Dependable, Affordable Service —
Call or Visit MastarScrtbe Ltd., 434-4492.
Loee Weight Now — Are you Interested
In losing weight? If yes, I may have the
solution you've been looking for. This Is
not a crazy fad diet, or some dangerous
wonder drug but It Is a sensible, all
natural, nutrition program for the entire
body. If you are interested and would like
more information please call. 434-6350
Pregnant? Need confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright 434-0003.
Pig Roast Barbeque. Call 828-6602.
Friendly Tax Help — Kathy Beiderman,
434-5396.
Professional Typing — Call Sharon
Ahrend at 433-0614. Pickup and delivery
available.
Loft Storage —$25 If a $10 deposit Is
received by Saturday. Call 879-9732 or
269-6141 and ask for Melvin or Steve.

Lost
Plain gold wedding band. Tremendous
sentimental value. Large reward offered.
If found, please call 434-4264.
Small gold engagement ring — In
women's locker room of Godwin Hall on
March 28. Please call Ellen at 433-1093 or
write to Box 2898.
Royal Blue Fuji 10-Speed bike, 27-inch,
brown seat, taken at Madison Square.
Call 433-3452, REWARD. Need
Desparatelyl
__

Found
Yellow, 3-aubJect notebook with name
Tim Goff In Th» Breeze business office.
Call 6596.

Personals
Dr. Williamson's 140 class: Vote for
POINTS on Tuesday. SOS.
Williamson'* 380 TT 4:30 class: Tomorrow is the day. Vote USA.
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Make a new friend! Adopt-a-grandparent.
Meet Thursday April 5 at 7 p.m. In
Wayland Study Lounge.
The aame great music you hear at JM's
Tuesday and Friday nights can now be
yours. Call "Earcandy" Music to make
plans for spring events, call 433-8863.
S.P. White Rose Is approaching! Will you
go? I.S.
Need Cash? Earn $500-plus each school
year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing
and filling posters on campus. Serious
workers only; we give recommendations.
Call now for summer and next fall.
1-600-243-6679.
The Slaters of Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to our newest pledge Lisa Manlkas.
If you like to drink Tequila like a bl dog
and If you sweat funny places ... Call
Rick (what the f...) Cruise at 4201. No fat
chicks need apply.
Anyone taking Specialty NTE'a In
Charlottesville at UVa. contact Irene at
xS756.1 need a ride.
Paula I love you very much. We are going
to have such a fantaetlc life together.
Can't wait until the summer of '86. You
have my heart, your SB. David.
Cadets — lost any TVs lately. $2 ransom. HoJo's RA.
Antique lover — Return to me. Harrison
Antiques, Court Square. 434-1074.
Yard sale this Sunday 11-5 at 611 S. Main.
Very low prices.
Music, Business and Comm Majors: Interested In a career in the music
business? The Music Industry Association meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m., WCC
Mezzanine, Room A.

KW5 1 TALKING OUT
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Tag Thanks for a fantastic weekend - I
hope our next one Is in warmer air. You're
all I ever wanted, and my arms are wide
open. Alwaya, Spanky.
Tired of new clothes? Buy old ones. Harrlson Antiques, Court Square, 434-1074.
Williamson's 380 TT 4:30 class: Tomorrow Is the day. Vote USA.
1416 South Main Street 24-Hour
Leukemia Softball Marathon is coming
April 13. Donations are now being accepted by Frank, Jimmy, Joan, Kim, Tish,
Suzle, M.J., Alison, Lisa and Stacy; or
send to Box 2992. Buy a raffle tlcketl
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext
5090.
^
That Balloon Place — Metallic and latex
balloons for all occasions. Make great
gifts — Free Delivery. Call 879-9642.
We have the lowest airfares to Europe.
For free color brochure, write to: Campus
Travel-Box 11387, St. Louis, Mo. 63105.
Reckless — you're the world's best
roomie. Love-n-hugs, Scruffy.
Congratulations to the new Sigma PI
Brothers: Matt Chamberlln, Charlie Hannon, Matt Moyers, Rob Omberg, Tom Proppa, Steve Stoddard, and Dennis
Swaney. Love, Your Little Slaters.
D.W. — Not a personal from your harem
of admirers I admit. Thank goodness, I
may get Jealous. Ego, Ego. Have the best
22nd Birthday. Love You, TO.
Trashy, Lusty, Empty — yol Your mother
lives in Stauntonl! Tasty brew, Clove
Clgs, Tickle Pink and Popcorn! Get out!!!
The Phone Call (Empty, Get a clue!!) Exorcist Fan (me!!)
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The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to congratulate Susan Mayer on her
engagement to Mark Gooch.

For Rent
Apartment — Like new. 3-bedroom, fully
equipped kitchen, living room, dining
room and large bath. Carpeted, effeclent
heat pump, only 1 mile from campus.
One-year lease, no pets, deposit. $425
per month Includes water, sewage and
refuge. Available May 15. 434-0183.
Apartment — 1 large bedroom with 2
double closets, equipped kitchen, carpet,
wallpaper, 1 mile from campus, water
and sewage furniahed, 1-year lease, no
pets, deposit. Available May 1, June 1
and July 1. $240 per month. 434-0183.
Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6569.
Apartments for Rent - Call Squire Hill
Apartments 434-2220. Waiting list starts
April 1,1964.
LIVE YOUR SUMMER IN STYLEI
— Beautiful 3-bedroom TH, wfw
carpeting, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
A/C. August graduates or Greeks — this
Is for you! Near campus, 1 cat allowed.
Nancy/Dusty 433-38e0.
Summer sublets — Madison Square 5
spaces. Fully furnished, washer/dryer,
A/C, slx-mlnute walk to campus. Call
434-7510.
Available May 5 - New 3-bedroom
townhouse, A/C, W/W csrpeting,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, near campus,
1 cat allowed. Call Dusty or Nancy at
433-3890.

/
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Viewpoint
Subliminal
bait n' hook
"Rock n' roll will destroy America! Today's
musicians, through subliminal messages knowingly
placed in songs, are corrupting the youth of
America and turning them into worshippers of
Satan! Rock concerts are nothing more than defacto churches of the devil organized to breed perversion and immorality!"
Are these views from 25 years ago, you ask?
Unfortunately, such paranoia persists even in
the 1980's. Last Thursday night, such paranoia
surfaced at JMU in the form of a Maranatha
seminar on rock and roll. At this seminar, rock
music was criticized as being anti-God and the
cause of many of society's ills. Popular groups like
Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, and, the Beatles, were
labeled transmitters of the devil's word.

Down
Under
TOM CONWAY
However, such denegration of rock music is an
indication of how frustrated many religious leaders
have become. Christian fundamentalists, in particular, are puzzled because so many young people
find religous messages unattractive.
Due to the apparent decline in American
economic and political power, today's youth take a
special pride in this diverse,. flourishing popular
culture. Many students have turned their backs on
religion and refused to surrender their individuality and free will.
The theme of last week's seminar was not really
rock and roll music. Rather, the Maranatha group
used rock music as bait on a hook. They hoped to
lure students into hearing their particular religious
philosophy.
There's no doubt about it. Last week's seminar
was nothing more than a thinly disguised campus
religious crusade. Bible readings were quoted, God
was praised, and Jesus was proclaimed the one and
only possible path towards salvation.
Those who held the seminar ignored and even
criticized as sinful other major world religions.
The leader of the seminar seemed unable to see the
fine line between personal faith and religious intolerance.
Although last week's seminar provided little or
no new insight, it still seved a useful purpose. JMU
students saw first-hand the threat posed by groups
who claim moral superiority and practice religious
and cultural intolerance.
As demonstrated by those conducting the
seminar, intolerance is not only a crime, it's a handicap.
\-

Tom Conway is a sophomore majoring in business
management.

Registration not slavery
To the editor
The infamous Luke Adams strikes again. It's
bad enough he attacks every, move President
Reagan makes, such as his successful liberation of.
> Grenada. But to draw a parallel between registration and "involuntary servitude" is totally beyond
my comprehension.
It's also an insult to the hundreds of thousands
of men and women who died to ensure our
freedom. Before-attacking registration, you and
others should take time to examine the realities of
our present registration program.
First of all, there is no draft in this country.
Conscription was terminated by Congress in 1973.
All registration does is provide the government
with a list of eligible men who can be contacted
should a national emergency arise.
As for Adam's argument that registration would
penalize conscientious objectors, registration just
entails leaving your name and address, should a

draft ever be needed. Objectors could register their
views with the local draft board. These objectors
would then be classified based on their religious or
moral convictions.
It should also be noted that in the Soviet Union,
it is illegal to register as a conscientious objector.
This is_ something Adams should consider before
criticizing our registration process.
In closing, the key point Adams fails to
recognize is the obligation all Americans share in
defending this great nation. No one likes war. But
given the volatile nature of this world, we must be
prepared.
As for Adam's assertion that registration is immoral, consider the Soviet alternative — oppression.
Ron Coons
senior
biology
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"How much satanlc Influence do you
think there is In rock n' roll music?"
"I think people put
too much emphasis
on it, and it's probably somebody's
idea of a practical
joke."
Ken Miller
sophomore
English
"There's less now
than there was in the
past, mainly in the
late 70's."
Mike Llndeey
sophomore
finance

Objections
Letter evokes critical response
To the editor.
In response to the "Insensed" article in the
April 2 issue of The Breeze:
As long as we're on the subject of common
sense, let's start with Senator Douglas' remark
"the SGA is the most powerful student body on
campus." That's like saying.'i own the finest
hotel in Beirut." Who really cares? Maybe one
third of the students who vote in an SGA election do.

constitutional bill was blown out of the water by
some individuals with a spine, you're going to
jerk your mighty purse strings shut and go home
to mommy. Common sense.

He proceeds, arrogantly, to say or threat that
The Breeze couldn't exist without the $40,000
generously allocated to it by the SGA.

Douglas, if you really want to do something,
stop addressing such heart-stopping issues like
computerizing the book sale and other insignifica. Get onto the real thing, like the classic
Catch-22 predicament of drunk in public versus
driving under the influence. Find out why the
police persist in arresting people who, responsibly, leave their cars behind to walk home.

Let's consider, only for a moment, this isn't
an empty threat and consider how popular you
"constituent-elected individuals" would be if we
constituents didn't have our twice-weekly fixes
of Bloom County.
I would introduce a bill to have Douglas latched to the back of a 1973 Vista Cruiser station
wagon and dragged through campus on Valley
Day. Let's talk about abuse of power; learning
early, aren't we Douglas?
Just because your ridiculous little anti-

"I don't think there's
any. People who say
that just want to find
something to blame
bad stuff on."

Common sense tells me the SGA, IFC, Hall
Council, and the Ring committee (my personal
favorite), exist only to perpetuate the
bureaucratic, resume-building system shoved
down our throats by our forefathers.

Go visit the children's ward at the hospital or
adopt a little brother. Whatever. Just save the
political hardball until you reach the state or
federal level where they encourage it.
Dan Doherty
junior

Senator makes no sense

Lucy Harding
senior
art
"I don't think there's
any. You can put any
meaning into it you
want."
Virginia Stafford
senior
communication arts

To the editor:
Mark Douglas' letter to the editor in the April
2 issue of The Breeze made no common sense.
First, I criticize Douglas for pretentiously
flaunting his SGA credentials. Although he may
have been "elected by far more constituents"
than those who appoint The Breeze staff, he
shouldn't have waved his dubious banner of
achievement before the entire university. I remind Douglas that far more "constituents" read
The Breeze than vote in senate elections.
Next and most strongly, I criticize Douglas for
his threat to "amend the front-end allotment to
The Breeze." Strong arm tactics certainly

"Depends on the
group."
Steve Wolf
freshman
business education

weren't necessary. I realize in political situations
one organization could be hurt by crossing the
path of another. However, I thought it very
unethical of Douglas to openly flex his political
muscles.
In conclusion, Douglas' letter showed very little thought; it was obviously written in the heat
of the moment. His threats start a very
dangerous precedent, and 1 am disappointed someone representing me would write such a letter.
Chris Coates
junior
English

Endorsement appreciated
"I think there's very
little; and the little bit
there is, is over exaggerated by fanatics."
John Noftslnger
junior
public administration

Compiled by Cathy Sparkman — Photos
by Ming Leong

To the editor
As a senator with a lot of common sense,
Mark Douglas seems to have missed a few points
concerning the student body at JMU.
As a full-time student with obligations to my
studies and other activities, it isn't always convenient for me to attend all the speeches the SGA
candidates have given. Due to classes, work
schedules, or extenuating circumstances, not all
students were able to attend the candidates'
forum held on March 29.
I appreciate The Breeze's spread on the candidates' platforms and their endorsements of
particular candidates. The Breeze has a staff of
responsible news writers and has covered the

SGA campaign very objectively.
Any intellegent student knows the editorial
page is used for specific items as endorsements,
and these are simply the views of The Breeze's
editorial staff. Students are free to make up their
own minds as to which candidate they chose to
elect.
It's The Breeze's constitutional right to print
endorsements on their editorial page without
having their budget threatened.
Elizabeth Underbill
sophomore
marketing
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nation
Mondale wins New York
.

in

NEW YORK — Walter Mondale won New
York's primary election Tuesday, trouncing
Sen. Gary Hart and regaining command in the
quest for the Democratic presidential nomination.
"For some reason, 1 love New York,"
Mondale told supporters at a Manhattan
hotel. "I'll never forget what you did for me
today, because in the words of the song, I
know that if I can make it here, I can make it
anywhere."
The richest and most bitterly contested election to date wasn't even close. With 86 percent
of the vote in, the results were:
►■Mondale, 46 percent.
►Hart, 28 percent.
►Jackson, 23 percent.

Court may consider
'moment of silence'
WASHINGTON — The
Supreme Court said Monday
it will consider letting public
schools provide a daily "moment of silence" for students.
The justices said they will
study an Alabama law that
allowed periods of silence at
the start of each school day
for student meditation or
prayer.

Rev. Jesse Jackson's showing was due to a
large turnout of black voters, especially in
New York City.
Mondale, forced by a federal spending limit
to conserve funds for the primaries and
caucuses still ahead, relied heavily on labor
support and backing from Gov. Mario
Cuomo and New York Mayor Ed Koch to
guide his campaign.
Hart said he would contest the later
primaries with a more positive campaign style.
He also said in advance that the New York
primary was not crucial to his chances for the
nomination.
But Hart's aide, Frank Mankiewicz, said a
Mondale margin of 10 percentage points or
more would be a "significant victory."

The law was struck down as
unconstitutional by a federal
appeals court that said the
legislation's main purpose was
to promote religion.

Letter triggered
Gaye's shooting
LOS ANGELES — A
misplaced letter triggered an
argument Sunday between
father and son that ended in

'Bstcha can't eat just one'
LONDON — Hedgehog-flavored potato
chips, which started out as a joke in a
Welsh pub, have become so popular that
the manufacturer can't keep up the demand.
Pub owner Phil Lewis and his wife,
Diane, dreamed up the flavor and started
making the chips as a joke 18 months ago.
The manufacturer Bensons Crisps of
Newport launched the chips nationwide
Tuesday.
Animal lovers were incensed, believing
real hedgehogs were being used, but the
Lewises assured them the flavor was artificial.

India's first spaceman
gets a ride with Soviets
MOSCOW — India's first spaceman
soared into orbit Tuesday aboard a Soviet
rocket.
Rakesh Sharma, 35, is the second man
from a non-Soviet bloc nation to fly into
space aboard a Soviet rocket.
Sharma brought an Indian flag and a
handful of his native soil for the eight day
mission. He will attempt to use the ancient
art of yoga to combat space sickness.
— Associated Press

the fatal shooting of singer
Marvin Gaye, police said.
Marvin Gaye Sr., 69, was
arrested Sunday afternoon at
his home, where he allegedly
shot the Motown star after a
quarrel over a lost letter from
an insurance company.
The police said the letter
had no connection with Marvin Gaye Jr.
— Associated Press

Armed forces
take over Guinea
DAKAR, Senegal — The
armed forces seized control of
Guinea Tuesday, in what the
military called a bloodless
coup aimed at preventing
another "ruthless dictatorship."
The coup came eight days
after the death of longtime
President Ahmed Sekou
Toure.
The new leadership immediatly sealed all borders of
the impoverished West
African country, barred all
public gatherings, suspended
Guinea's constitution and
abolished the only legal
political party.
In Washington, State
Department spokesman John
Hughes said the U.S. Embassy in Guinea had contact
Tuesday with representatives
of the new government.
"They have indicated a
desire to maintain Guinea's
excellent relations with the
United States," Hughes said.

Fisher bows out
of Senate race
RICHMOND — State Human
Resources Secretary Joseph Fisher bowed
out of the race for the Democratic Senate
nomination Tuesday.
His political associates "cautioned me
and to some extent discouraged me that I
could get together a campaign and the
money needed to get it off the ground,"
Fisher said at a news conference.
"I am particularly reluctant to ask people to contribute to a campaign that most
observers think would be exceedingly difficult to win."
His withdrawal leaves former Norfolk
Del. Edythe Harrison as the only declared
candidate for the nomination to run
against Republican Sen. John Warner.

Tech student sentenced
for embezzling charity funds
CHRISTIANSBURG, Va. — A Virginia
Tech student was sentenced to three years
probation Monday after he was found guilty of embezzling $3,079 from the Muscular
Dystrophy Association last spring.
Montgomery County Circuit Court
Judge Kenneth Devore found James G.
Jenkins, 22, guilty of withdrawing cash in
April and May 1983 from Tech's 1983
Superdance Committee, which coordinates
an annual dance marathon to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
— Associated Press

Arab gunmen
Injure 48
JERUSALEM — Three
Arab gunmen rampaged down
a busy Jerusalem street Monday, firing automatic weapons
and hurling hand grenades in
a spree that wounded 48 people, police said.
Bystanders shot and killed
one attacker, and officers captured the other two.
Police and other officials
said one victim was in critical
condition and another was
seriously wounded. Most injuries were minor.
The Democratic Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, a
hard line member of the
Palestinian
Liberation
Organization, claimed responsibility for the attack.

Rioting kills
13 In India
CHANDIGARH, India —
Authorities in Punjab state
told security forces Tuesday
to shoot rioters on sight as a
means of quelling violence in

which 13 people have been
killed and 250 wounded.
The order was issued after
troops used machine gun fire
to scatter 20,000 rioting Hindus at the funeral of an
assassinated politician in the
city of Amritsar.
The violence began Tuesday
when gunmen assassinated
Vishwa Nath Tiwari, a
member of the upper house of
Parliament and a supporter of
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.

U.S. sergeant
shot In Athens
ATHENS, Greece — Two
gunmen on a motorcycle shot
and wounded a U.S. Air
Force sergeant as he drove
along a main highway leading
out of Athens, police said.
The sergeant, identified, as
Robert A. Judd Jr., was in
good condition following
surgery to remove two bullets
from his left shoulder.
— Associated Press

